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Institutional Mission

Departmental Mission

1 Meet the needs of stakeholders through effective service and outreach.

1.1 Develop and implement a comprehensive plan for promoting effective relationships
between the Graduate School and its internal and external constituents.

1.2 Provide streamlined and responsive administrative processes for graduate services and
programming.

2 Address the educational, social, and cultural needs of the overall student body.

2.1 Increase the funding available to support graduate students and maximize the use of
existing funding.

2.2 Develop a complete infrastructure for graduate education at the University and
enhance the graduate academic standards.

3 Foster growth across all areas of campus.

3.1 Build a Graduate Culture Based on Integrative Teaching, Research, and Service

3.2 To provide high quality and accessible services to enhance educational opportunities
and promote student achievement and personal growth.
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Institutional Mission
To bring about positive change through education, service, and outreach

Departmental Mission
The School of Graduate Studies is a service unit committed to enhancing the experience of graduate
students and the faculty and staff with whom they work by maintaining integrity and excellence in graduate
education through clear and consistent policies, high standards, efficient procedures, and direct student
support.

1 Goal
Meet the needs of stakeholders through effective service and outreach.
To respond to regional needs and contribute to the economic future of the region through leadership
in service, research, and education and through partnerships with public, private, and non-profit
organizations.

1.1 Outcome
Develop and implement a comprehensive plan for promoting effective relationships
between the Graduate School and its internal and external constituents.
In addition to the significant responsibilities on campus, the Graduate School has a
responsibility to actively participate with its external constituents and to provide a voice for
the role of graduate education in society. This includes developing and maintaining effective
relationships with national, state, and local legislatures and boards, particularly those units of
government that establish laws or regulations governing graduate students and faculty.
Developing good relations with University and especially Graduate School alumni can be
effective in promoting both financial and political support to graduate education.

1.1.1 Measures
Promote active involvement of Senior Graduate School staff in professional
organizations related to graduate education.
Promote the direct and active involvement of the School of Graduate Studies at UWA in
professional associations in graduate education. Encourage Graduate School faculty and staff
to hold office in and make scholarly presentations for appropriate local, regional, and national
professional organizations.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

School
of
Graduate
Studies 2019-2020

Completed 3
GOALS 6
OUTCOMES 7
MEASURES 0
TARGETS 9
FINDINGS 2
ATTACHMENTS
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1.1.1.1 Targets
At least two graduate faculty members from each of the four academic colleges will
present at a regional or national conference during the 2019-2020 academic year.

Exceeded

TARGET

FINDINGS The following number of presentations were given: College of Business and
Technology (7); College of Education (19); College of Liberal Arts (12); College of
Natural Science and Math (11). (Supporting document- See BOT Presentation 2020)

RECOMMENDATIONS Continue to support graduate scholarly activities and research.

1.2 Outcome
Provide streamlined and responsive administrative processes for graduate services and
programming.
Encourage effective personnel practices in the School of Graduate Studies by maintaining an
attractive, efficient work environment and supporting training initiatives for staff.
Communicate the Graduate School's role and initiatives to departments and colleges.

Action Plan
Continue to work with the IT Department to digitize the Request to Change Programs form.

Budget Source  Amount
$0.00

 Due
no due date
set

 Status
Planned

Action Item 1
Continue to work with the IT Department to
digitize the Application for Graduation form.

 Created
11/17/2020

 Due  Status
Planned

1.2.1 Measures
Utilize web-based forms for expedient and accurate bi-directional paperless processes
related to approvals and reviews of forms and applications.
Office staff will transition the Request to Change Programs form and Graduation Application
to web-based forms.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE
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1.2.1.1 Targets
The Request to Change Programs form will become an e-form (web based routing) by
June 2020. Not Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The Request to Change Programs form has not been changed to an e-form.

RECOMMENDATIONS Continue to work with the IT Department to digitize the Request to Change
Programs form.

1.2.1.2 Targets
The Application for Graduation will become an e-form (web based routing) by January
2020. Not Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The Graduation Application form has not been changed to an e-form.

RECOMMENDATIONS Continue to work with the IT Department to digitize the Application for Graduation
form.

1.2.1.3 Targets
Revise the comprehensive exam guidelines, and provide updated information for
preparing for comprehensive exam by June 2020. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The comprehensive exam guidelines have been updated. New user-friendly
instructions are currently being developed.

RECOMMENDATIONS Continue to develop new user-friendly instructions.

1.2.2 Measures
Provide training sessions to graduate faculty/staff on graduate processes during the
2019-2020 academic year.
Provide training sessions to graduate faculty/staff on graduate processes during the 2018-
2019 academic year.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE
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1.2.2.1 Targets
Graduate staff will participate in at least two process(es) training activities during the
2019-2020 academic year. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The Graduate Staff participated in an Etrieve training September 2019 and a
Destruction of Records workshop December 2019.

RECOMMENDATIONS Graduate staff will continue to participate in training activities.

2 Goal
Address the educational, social, and cultural needs of the overall student body.
To support the educational, social, and cultural needs of the student body, the School of Graduate
Studies will advocate for graduate education and will work to enhance the graduate programs and
student experience.

2.1 Outcome
Increase the funding available to support graduate students and maximize the use of
existing funding.
Graduate students are central to the mission of UWA. They enhance undergraduate
education by teaching courses, assisting faculty as teaching assistants, and serving as lab
instructors or administrative assistants. They expand and improve the University's
instructional capacity in academics and athletics by allowing the institution to meet the needs
of students by providing more courses and enabling faculty and professional staff to engage
students in more individualized or focused learning activities, all of which are important to
undergraduate and graduate student satisfaction and retention. Strong and vibrant graduate
programs, composed of high-quality students who are appropriately supported through
degree completion, are a prerequisite to attracting and retaining high quality faculty and
professional athletic staff at any university.

Action Plan
Continue to seek innovative ways to provide assistantships, where appropriate.

Budget Source  Amount
$0.00

 Due
no due date
set

 Status
Planned
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2.1.1 Measures
Increase financial support for graduate students by offering more incentives, increasing
stipends for graduate assistants, and offering more graduate assistant opportunities.
The number of graduate assistantships should appropriately reflect the number of graduate
programs that are offered at UWA. Currently, there are over 50 graduate programs offered
but only 22 assistantships are awarded by the School of Graduate Studies.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

2.1.1.1 Targets
Increase the graduate assistantships awarded by the School of Graduate Studies by
10% (22 to 24) by June 2020. Partially Met

TARGET

FINDINGS Assistantships increased by 5% (22 to 23).

RECOMMENDATIONS Continue to seek innovative ways to provide assistantships, where appropriate.

2.2 Outcome
Develop a complete infrastructure for graduate education at the University and enhance
the graduate academic standards.
Support the academic rigor of current and proposed graduate-level programs in collaboration
with the graduate programs and/or academic units.

2.2.1 Measures
Establish a standard set of student learning outcomes for all graduate programs.
Prepare ethical and globally minded professionals who have the knowledge, skills, and
abilities to be leaders in their field and to make significant contributions in their chosen
discipline; Promote the generation and application of new knowledge, and scholarly
innovations; Promote an ongoing process of self-guided learning and discovery.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

2.2.1.1 Targets
A template for REd talks will be developed as a collaborative project between the
College of Education and the School of Graduate Studies. REd talks will provide a
platform for EdD students to present their research. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS Templates for REd Talks were developed during the 2020-2021 academic year.
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continue the use of REd Talks templates.

3 Goal
Foster growth across all areas of campus.

3.1 Outcome
Build a Graduate Culture Based on Integrative Teaching, Research, and Service
Respond to the educational needs of a diverse community of learners through innovative
programming and delivery of credit and non-credit programs of study; graduate students
prepared for personal success and civic responsibility in the 21st century by offering
challenging degree programs, and encouraging community engagement; engage in focused
efforts to creatively address university and community needs through internal collaboration
and partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations; support the success of
faculty and staff through professional development opportunities, mentoring, and access to
supportive infrastructure.

3.1.1 Measures
Establish and/or support one internal or external partnership involving graduate
students and graduate faculty that provide integrative mentoring opportunities.
Establish and/or support one internal or external partnership involving graduate students and
graduate faculty that provide integrative mentoring opportunities.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

3.1.1.1 Targets
The School of Graduate Studies will provide support to continuing education through
the Blackbelt Teaching Corp during the 2019-2020 academic year and will assign a GA
to work with program. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The School of Graduate Studies provided support to continuing education through
the Blackbelt Teaching Corp during the 2019-2020 academic year and assigned a
GA to work with program.

RECOMMENDATIONS Continue to provide support through continuing education.

3.2 Outcome
To provide high quality and accessible services to enhance educational opportunities
and promote student achievement and personal growth.
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and promote student achievement and personal growth.
Now that UWA is a doctoral-granting institution, the intangible, as well as the tangible
elements of the infrastructure and culture, need to be in place to support the changed
mission of the University. While the University's first priority is to provide sound academic
programs and the intellectual framework in which they will be meaningful, it is also the
University's responsibility to provide opportunities for the professional development of
students and to identify those aspects of graduate student life that distract them from their
academic pursuits.

3.2.1 Measures
Sustain high quality of faculty serving on theses and dissertations in collaboration with
the graduate programs, academic colleges, and other University units.
Strengthen policy and procedures that support strong academic credentials and a record of
successful instruction at the graduate level of graduate faculty. Strengthen policies and
procedures that support graduate faculty's active engagement in scholarship, currency about
best practices in their fields, and expertise in course content.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

3.2.1.1 Targets
Revise graduate faculty/requirements criteria by June 2020. In coordination with COE
dean, develop guidelines on individual faculty roles/loads appropriate for doctoral
programs. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS Graduate teaching criteria reviewed and edited. MOU updated to reflect doctoral
teaching.

RECOMMENDATIONS Continue to revise criteria as needed.

Project Attachments (2)

Attachments File Size

   2017-2018 School of Graduate Studies Annual Plans.pdf 419KB

   BOT Presentation September 2020.pptx 314KB
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